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Chock full of provocative data, analysis, and lessons from the field, our publications aim to get to the core of closing gaps in opportunity and achievement. By exploring practices and policies that work and identifying those that don’t, we aim to provide the information and tools necessary to advance educational justice.

Our publications are intended for educators, advocates, lawmakers, and  parents. Use the links below to sort by issue areas or the search bar to explore topics you don’t see here.



The Education Trust invites the use of its publications and presentations. For limited personal and noncommercial uses, you are free to download our materials and share them with others as long as the materials are not altered in any way and are properly attributed to The Education Trust and, if applicable, a particular author. For these purposes, noncommercial means not primarily intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or monetary compensation. For commercial and other uses, such as including materials in course packets or reprinting materials or excerpts in textbooks, you must obtain written permission. Read more about our policy. 
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March 15, 2024
Literacy Matters: Addressing the Crisis in Massachusetts Education
Reading and writing are foundational skills that are crucial to a student's academic success. These skills not only facilitate academic success but also serve …
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March 1, 2024
Navigating the Promise and Peril of AI for Students of Color
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not new — various AI tools have been utilized in classrooms and other learning environments for years, from assessments that us…
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February 28, 2024
‘Segregation Forever’? Private Universities Haven’t Increased Diversity in the Past 20 Years. What Now?
At EdTrust, we believe college enrollment is just one component of higher education access, and that retention, completion, and student outcomes should be cons…
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February 12, 2024
Increasing Access to Advanced Coursework in Texas
Research shows that when students have access to advanced coursework opportunities, they work harder and are more engaged in school, have fewer absences and su…
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February 6, 2024
Advocates’ Guide to Demanding Racially and Culturally Inclusive State Assessments
Statewide annual assessments are an essential tool for policymakers, parents, educators, and the public to understand how school systems are serving students, …
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January 30, 2024
Increasing Access to Advanced Coursework in Massachusetts
Research shows that when students have access to advanced coursework opportunities, they work harder and are more engaged in school, have fewer absences and su…
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December 13, 2023
Increasing Access to Advanced Coursework in Kentucky
Research shows that when students have access to advanced coursework opportunities, they work harder and are more engaged in school, have fewer absences and su…
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December 7, 2023
Increasing Access to Advanced Coursework in Washington
Research shows that when students have access to advanced coursework opportunities, they work harder and are more engaged in school, have fewer absences and su…
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December 7, 2023
Opportunities Denied: High-Achieving Black and Latino Students Lack Access to Advanced Math
For this brief, The Education Trust and Just Equations partnered to explore differences in patterns of math course enrollment for high school students using da…
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December 7, 2023
Improving Students’ Access to Advanced Coursework
Advanced coursework opportunities can place students on the path toward college and career success. However, Black and Latino students across the country are o…
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November 14, 2023
Who Received Federal Emergency Aid Funding in Texas? A Closer Look at the Pandemic Funding Awarded to Postsecondary Students
In response to the pandemic, the federal government made one of the most substantial investments ever in the nation’s colleges and universities through the Hig…
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November 8, 2023
Creating Safer Schools: A Case Study
School safety and student well-being are crucial to the social, emotional, and academic development of young people. Simply put, students learn better when the…
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October 24, 2023
Budgeting for Equity Beyond ESSER: A Guide to Actionable State and District Policy Responses to the Fiscal Cliff
Districts have until September 30, 2024 to spend down the last of the historic pandemic Elementary and Secondary School Relief (ESSER) III funds. Ed Trust’s br…
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October 19, 2023
Creating Positive College Campus Racial Climates for Students of Color
The term “campus racial climate” is used to describe the “current attitudes, behaviors, and practices of faculty and students at a higher education institution…
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October 10, 2023
A Seat at the Policymaking Table: Supporting the Advocacy of Ed Prep Leaders at Minority-Serving Institutions
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October 9, 2023
Student, Family and Community Engagement and SEAD
Student, family, and community engagement is an important ingredient to foster students’ social, emotional, and academic development (SEAD). The National Assoc…
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October 5, 2023
’Segregation Forever?’: The Continued Underrepresentation of Black Undergraduates at the Nation’s 122 Most Selective Private Colleges and Universities
As a follow-up to our 2020 report that looked at Black and Latino students' underrepresentation at the nation's public universities, Ed Trust researchers this …
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September 27, 2023
How Mental Health Supports Impact Social, Emotional, and Academic Development (SEAD)
Mental health supports for students refers to a broad range of wraparound services and interventions provided by schools to support students’ social, emotional…
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September 21, 2023
College and Career Readiness District-Level Policy Scan
This scan is intended to guide conversations with district board members and administration leaders to ensure their policies and practices lead to improved Col…
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September 14, 2023
The Search for More Complex Racial and Ethnic Representation in Grade School Books
Children gain immense benefits from representationally diverse curricula that allow students to see themselves and others in complexity. Students are more enga…
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                              Our Offices

			The Education Trust

1501 K St. NW, Suite 200,

Washington, DC 20005

Tel: 202.293.1217

Fax: 202.293.2605

The Education Trust-Midwest

P.O. Box 441460

Detroit, MI 48244-1460

Tel: 734.619.8008

Fax: 734.619.8009

The Education Trust-New York

222 Broadway

New York, NY 10038

The Education Trust-West

580 2nd Street, Suite 200,

Oakland, CA 94607

Tel: 510.465.6444

Fax: 510.465.0859
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                OP-ED: Investing in Louisiana’s Earliest Learners: A Clear Path to Academic and Economic Prosperity
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                Joint Statement from Equity-Minded Education Organizations on The President’s FY25 Budget
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                Even Before the End of Affirmative Action, Latino Students Have Been Under-Represented at the Nation’s Most Select Colleges and Universities
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                Ed Trust Comment on FSA ID Creation for Non-SSN FAFSA Filers
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